QUOTE PREPARED FOR:
Prepared on //
Contact:

,

BILLING TERMS

TOTAL:

By signing this agreement, the owner/agent of the above referenced property (the “Customer”) hereby grants
permission for Greencare Landscape Management (“Greencare”) to commence work on the effective dates
specified. This Agreement constitutes a binding contract. If work is not performed to satisfaction, the Customer
has the right to cancel the contract, after allowing Greencare a reasonable period of time to correct the
deficiency, by submitting a 30-day notice in writing. Upon the effective date of cancellation, Greencare
Landscape Management will invoice or credit the Customer accordingly for work performed. If an invoice is
issued, Customer agrees to pay the same within 30 days of the invoice date.
All materials are guaranteed as specified. All work is to be completed in an appropriate and workmanlike manner
according to standard industry practice. Any alterations or deviations from the above specifications that are
requested by the Customer after execution if this agreement will become an added charge over and above the
estimate and will be billed at the rate of $60.00 per man-hour plus the incurred cost of additional materials.
Performance of all agreements are contingent upon delays beyond the control of Greencare.
Greencare and any subcontractors are covered by Public and Property Liability Insurance. Prior to the
commencement of any work contemplated by this agreement, a Greencare representative and the Customer
shall do a walkthrough of the property and identify any pre-existing damage or problems. which pre-existing
damage or problems Greencare assumes no liability for, If the work contemplated by this agreement includes
winter work such as plowing, a Greencare representative and the customer shall conduct another walkthrough at
the beginning of the winter season. Any damage caused during snow removal operations that is caused by the
actions or inactions of the Customer shall be the sole responsibility of the Customer and Greencare reserves the
right to seek compensation from the Client for any damage to Greencare equipment that is caused by said
Customer action or inaction (for example, if a Customer leaves a welcome mat under the snow, a snowblower
will destroy the mat and damage the snowblower). Any damage to real or personal property must be
inspected by an agent of Greencare Landscape Management prior to any repairs.
Customer’s right of rescission is that which is prescribed by existing law. This proposal may be withdrawn if not
accepted within 30 days.
Additional charge may occur during declared states of emergency.

